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The present invention elates to battery handle 
connectors for detachably connecting battery 
handles to diagnostic instruments, Such as 
otoscopes, ophthalmoscopes, endoscopes, tongue 
depressors, and the like. It is a common practice 
to provide detachable battery handles for Such 
instruments which, when connected to the instru 
ment, serve as a convenient handle to manipulate 
the instrument, as well as providing a Source of 
electrical energy for illuminating the field of 
examination or treatment when Such illumina 
tion is desired. 
The usual battery handle is equipped with a 

detachable connector or coupling member With 
which any number of such instruments above 
referred to may be interchangeably connected, 
thereby eliminating the necessity of providing a 
separate handle and/or a separate Source of 
electrical energy for each instrument. A typical 
type of battery handle connector is disclosed in 
my prior Patent No. 1,516,133, granted November 
18, 1924. That connector includes a spring 
pressed sleeve or collar in association with the 
mechanical interlocking means on the connector 
member which is mounted on the battery handle, 
the purpose of which sleeve is to frictionally 
engage a complementary connector member on 
the instrument, when the sleeve is depressed by 
the latter connector member on coupling the 
connector members together, so that a substan 
tial resistance is offered to displacement of the 
instrument relative to the handle, and thereby 
minimizing accidental or inadvertent disgonnec 
tion of the detachable connector members. 

Having in view the fact that the normal life 
of these instruments extends over many years, it 
has been found that after extensive use Over a 
long period of years during which the battery 
handle has been repeatedly attached to and de 
tached from various instruments, the normal 
resistance offered by the spring-pressed sleeve to 
relative displacement of the instrument and the 
battery handle may become materially reduced, 
under which condition the instrument is no 
longer rigid with the handle when connected 
thereto, and may even become accidentally de 
tached therefrom in the course of manipulation 
of the instrument during use. The reduction in 
the resistance to displacement may be attributed 
either to a weakening of the spring acting on the 
depressible sleeve or collar aforesaid, or to Wear 
of the connector members, or a combination of 
these factors. 

Accordingly, it is the primary object of this 
invention to provide an improved battery handle 
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connector which is endowed with longer life 
without undue Wear or lessening of the rigidity 
of the connection between the instrument and 
the battery handle. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a more Simple and effective friction means form 
iing part of the battery handle connector, which 
is a matelial inrovement over the depressible 
sleeve or collar formerly associated with such 
i:Struments, said friction means preferably hav 
ing the form of a flexible, resilient disc which 
is frictionally engageable with and flexed by a 
complementary connector member on the in 
Strument when the instrument is coupled to the 
cattery handle, so that a substantial tension is 
Set up in the connector members which will 
effectively prevent relative displacement thereof. 
A Still further object of the invention is to 

provide an improved battery handle connector 
Wichi insures rigidity of the instrument when 
coupled to the battery handle, and which admits 
of mounting of the body of the instrument rela 
tively closer to the battery handle than was here 
tofore possible, with the advantage of facilitat 
iig adjustment of the instrument, particularly 
in the case of ophthalmoscopes and other instru 
ments having adjustable parts, by the fingers of 
the operator's hand in which the battery handle 
is grasped by the Operator during use of the 
instrument. 
Other and further objects and advantages of 

the invention will be hereinafter described and 
the novel features thereof defined by the ap 
pended claims. 

In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation of my im 

proved battery handle connector, said connector 
being coupled with a conventional connecting 
member carried by a typical diagnostic instru 
inent, which has been shown for purposes of 
illustration as having the form of an otoscope, 
portions of the otoScope and the battery handle 
being broken away; 

Figure 2 is a composite view, partly in elevation 
and partly in section, With the battery handle 
connector disengaged from the connecting mem 
ber on the instrument; 

Figure 3 is a view generally similar to Figure 
2, with the battery handle connector coupled to 
the connecting member on the instrument and 
interlocked therewith, and said instrument and 
its connecting member being turned at right 
angles to Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is a sectional view taken on the line 
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g-i of Figure 2, showing the connecting member 
on the instrument in botton plan; 

Figure 5 is a sectional view taken on the line 
-5 of Figure 3; 
Figure 6 is a sectional view taken on the line 

6-3 of Figure 2, showing the battery handle con 
nector in top plan; and 

Figure 7 is a composite perspective view of the 
yieldable friction means and its associated Sup 

4. 
teriorly of the connector member 4 on the instru 
ment 5 When the instrument is coupled to the 
battery handle . To facilitate engagement of the 
lugs 3, 3 With the groove 4, the connector 
member 4 is preferably notched at diametrically 
opposite points, as indicated at 5, 5, permit 
ting teleScopic engagement of the Connector men 
ber 4 over the battery handle connector 3, fol 
lowed by an angular displacement of the con 

port which form a part of the battery handle 10 nector member 4 relative to the battery handle 
CCInnectOr. connector 3, to an extent of 90° more or less. 

Like reference characters designate COrfe- A mechanical interlock is thereby produced be 
sponding parts in the several figures of the draw- tween the connector member 4 and the battery 
ing, wherein generally designates a conven- handle' connector 3, corresponding to the inter 
tional battery handle having the foim of a cy- li; lock described in my prior patent previously re 
lindrical casing or housing adapted to contain. One 
or more dry cells (not shown) which constitute 
a source of electrical energy. The battery handle 
is provided with a cap 2 at its upper end on which 
is rigidly mounted a connector member generally : 
designated 3, which connector member is adapt 
ed to be detachably connected with a comple 
mentary connector member 4 carried by the in 
strument, 5. The instrument 5, as illustrated in 
the drawing, has the form of a conventional : 
otoscope, which includes an electric lamp Support 
$ in which an electric lamp (not shown) is adapt 
ed to be mounted for directing a beam of light 
aicing the axis of the instrument to illuminate the 
field of examination or treatment. It is to be un 
derstood, of course, that the form of the instru 
ment S is of no importance to this invention, and, 
herefore, the invention is not confined to the 
instrument illustrated, since' other instruments 
including ophthalnoscopes, anoscopes, tongue 
depressors, and the like; each having a connector 
menice; corresponding to the member designated 
4 in the drawing, may be applied to the battery 
handle connector 3, which is so constructed that 
the different instruments are freely interchange 
able for attachment to a common battery handle. 

Passing now to a specific description of my in 
proved battery handle connector, it will be seen 
that, the same includes a tubular part or nipple 
which passes through an operling in the cap 
oil the upper end of the battery handle ; and 
threadedly engaged at its lower end With a nut 
located beneath the cap. Disposed within the 

nipple and connected in circuit with one pole 
of the dry cell in the battery handle f is a yield 
able contact pin 9 which terminates at its upper 
end adjacent to the upper end of the connector 
member 3, for cooperation with a corresponding 
contact pin it carried by the connector member 
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ferred to. 
In order to hold the instrument 5 rigidly when 

coupled With the battery handle I, and thus pre 
vent accidental relative angular movements be 
tween the connector member 4 and the battery 
handle connector-3 during use, I have provided 
an improved form of friction means in lieu of 
the former depressible sleeve or collar previously 
employed for this purpose. As shown in the 
drawing, it will be seen that this friction means 
includes a relatively resilient flexible disc 6 which 
may be constructed of any suitable naterial which 
is normally stiff but possessed of spring-like chair 
acteristics, such as spring steel, bronze, or the 
like. The disc may be stamped out of a sheet 
'metal blank and may be either substantially fiat 
in its normal condition, or slightly dished in a 
downward direction, as shown in Figure 2. The 
disc is seated in a recess f formed in the upper 
side of a collar 8 which is threadedly mounted 
on the nipple . . . for axial adjustment thereon 
and provided at its upper end with a radially 
outwardly extended flange 9 in which the recess 

is formed. The bottom of the recess T. is 
its inclined downwardly and inwardly, as indicated 

at 20, so that only the outer marginal edge of 
the disc 6 is supported by the sleeve 8, the inner 
marginal edge about the opening 21 in the disc 
6, through which opening the nipple 7 extends, 

being free to flex; and yield in an upward and 
downward direction as the coupling is made or 
disengaged between the instrument 5- and the 
battery handle . . By adjusting the supporting 
sleeve f8 on the nipple 7 so that the disc 6 is 
engaged by the loweriend of the connector men 
ber 4 on the instrument. 5, preliminary to en 
gagement of the interlocking means 3, 4, the 
disc 6 will be depressed by the continued move 
ment of the connector member 4 onto the battery 

4. On the instrument 5, and disposed centrally 55 handle connectors in bringing the lugs 3 into 
within an axially extended bore it in the latter interlocking engagement with the groove 4, as 
Connector neber. By engagement of these Con- clearly shown in Figure 3. Thus, as the coupling 
tact pins 9, Coping, econnection is interlocked, the discs will exerta substantial S. She is established pressureupon the lower end of the 
throigh suitable gigs (not shown), to one to member 4 on the instrument 5, setting up a fric side of the electric lamp which is mounted in the res. 
lamp support 6 hite, The intensity Ea E. Sufficient to normally prevent 
of the iiilmination may be varied by a small rheo- accidental angular movement of the instrument 
stat, (not shown) which is mounted beneath the 5 elative to the battery handle, and normally 
cap 3 on the battery handle, which rheostat is 65 holding the instrument in a rigid position so that 
adapted to be controlled by a hand wheel or disc 
$2 rotatably mcuinted on the top of the cap 2. 
For a more full description of the details of the 
electrical circuit and the rheostat control mecha it Vul 

nism, reference may be had to my prior patent to 
leleinbefore referred to. 
Adjacent to the upper end of the nipple 1, the 

nipple is provided with diametrically opposed 
radially outwardly extending lugs f3, 3, which - 

it can be freely handled by the user without 
disturbing the connection between the instrument 
and the battery handle. By adjusting the sup 
porting sleeve 8 axially on the nipple T, the 
degree of pressure or tension created, between 
the battery-handle connector 3 and the comple 
mentary connector member 4 on the instrument 
can be varied as desired. This adjustment is par 
ticularly useful when employing the battery han 

are received in an annular groove 4 formed in- 75 dle connector 3 with an old instrument whose 
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connector member 4 has been worn as a result 
of a long period of USe. 

In order to hold the sleeve 18 in its adjusted 
position on the nipple 7, the sleeve is preferably 
provided with one or more axially extended lugs 
22 which seat in complementary recesses 23 pro 
vided in the cap 2 on the battery handle, the 
whole assembly being rigidly attached to the cap 
2 by the nut 8. By virtue of this construction 
just described, the length of the battery handle 
connector 3 may be reduced to a minimum, and 
Substantiaily sortened as compared With my 
former battery handle connector employing the 
depressible collar. This reduction in length of 
the battery handle connector gives rise to the dis 
tinct advantage of bringing the body of the in 
strument 5 relatively close to the end of the bat 
tery handle, so that adjustable parts On the in 
strument, particularly in the case of ophthal 
moscopes, and the like, can be conveniently ma 
nipulated by the fingers of the operator's hand in 
Which the battery handle is grasped for the 
manipulation of the instrument after coupling 
the same with the battery handle. 

In order to insure smooth operation of the 
rotatable hand wheel or disc 2, which serves to 
operate the usual rheostat incorporated in the 
battery handle A, and to prevent the disc 2 from 
being too tightly clamped against the cap 2 by 
the disc Supporting sleeve 8, the lower side of 
the flange 9 on the sleeve is recessed at 24 to 
receive a resilient washer 25, which may be also 
stamped from sheet metal, such as Spring steel, 
bronze, or the like. This washer 25 is initially 
dished in an OutWard and downward direction so 
that its outer margin bears against the upper side 
Of the rotatable disc 2 With a light yielding pres 
sure as the washer is flattened out by drawing the 
battery handle connector assembly downward 
against the disc 2 through means of the nut 8. 
By the provision of this washer 25, all end play 
of the disc 2 is substantially eliminated, while 
leaving the disc free to turn smoothly about the 
connector assembly. 
While the Specific details have been herein 

shown and described, other changes and altera 
tions may be made Without departing from the 
Spirit of the invention as defined in the appended 
claims. 

I Clain: 
1. A battery handle connector for detachably 

coupling a battery handle to diagnostic instru 
ments and the like, comprising a connector mem 
ber carried by the instrument, and a comple 
mentary connector member carried by the battery 
handle, said connector members being telescopi 
cally engageable one over the other and each 
including mechanical interlocking means mutu 
ally engageable pursuant to relative telescopic 
and angular movements of the connector mem 
bers, a flexible resilient disc member mounted on 
one of the connector members and radially ex 
tending outwardly therefrom for yieldable abut 
ting engagement With the other connector mem 
ber upon coupling of the battery handle to the 
instrument, and means for supporting the disc 
member, said supporting means comprising a 
radially extended seat having a recess in which 
the disc member is received, said seat being 
axially adjustable on the connector member, and 
means for restraining said seat against movement 
relative to the battery handle when in adjusted 
position. 

2. In a battery handle of the class described, a 
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cylindrical casing for containing a source of elec 
trical energy, and a connector member rigidly 
mounted on one end of the casing, said connector 
Innenber comprising a tubular nipple axially ex 
tended beyond the end of the casing and provided 
With at least one radially extended lug adjacent 
to the outer end thereof for mechanical inter 
locking engagement with a complementary con 
nector member, an axially flexible resilient disc 
member loosely mounted on the nipple and dis 
posed between the lug aforesaid and the end of 
the casing for abutting frictional engagement 
with the complementary connector member When 
the connector members are coupled together, a 
sleeve having a radially outwardly extended flange 
provided with an inwardly and downwardly 
beveled recess in the upper face thereof, Said 
sleeve being axially adjustable on the nipple and 
supporting the disc member in the recess afore 
said, and an electrical controller member rotat 
ably mounted on the end of the Casing and eX 
tending about the nipple between the casing and 
the disc supporting flange on the sleeve. 

3. In a battery handle of the class described, a 
cylindrical casing for containing a source of elec 
trical energy, and a connector member rigidly 
mounted on one end of the casing, said connector 
member comprising a tubular nipple axially ex 
tended beyond the end of the casing and pro 
vided with at least one radially extended lug 
adjacent to the outer end thereof for mechanical 
interlocking engagement with a complementary 
connector member, an axially flexible resilient 
disc member loosely mounted on the nipple and 
disposed between the lug aforesaid and the end 
of the casing for abutting frictional engagement 
with the complementary connector member when 
the connector members are coupled together, a 
sleeve having a radially outwardly extended 
flange provided with an inwardly and doWn 
wardly beveled recess in the upper face thereof, 
said sleeve being axially adjustable on the nipple 
and supporting the disc member in the recess 
aforesaid, an electrical controller member rotat 
ably mounted on the end of the casing and extend 
ing about the nipple between the casing and the 
disc supporting flange of the sleeve, and a nor 
mally dished, resilient washer disposed between 
the rotatable controller member and the radially 
extended flange on the sleeve and engageable 
thereWith. 

WILLIAM. N. ALLYN. 
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